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AB STRACT

Multifiber optical spectroscopy has been performed on galaxies in the vicinity of strong, nearby radio

galaxies. These radio galaxies were selected from the 3CR and B2 catalogs based on their exclusion from

the Abell catalog, which is puzzling given the hypothesis that an external medium is required to confine

the radio plasma of such galaxies. Velocities derived from the spectra were used to confirm the existence

of groups and poor clusters in the fields of most of the radio galaxies. We find that all radio galaxies with

classical Fanaroff-Riley type I morphologies prove to reside in clusters, whereas the other radio galaxies

often appear to be recent galaxy-galaxy mergers in regions of low galaxy density. These findings

confirm the earlier result that the existence of extended X-ray emission combined with a statistical

excess of neighboring galaxies can be used to identify poor clusters associated with radio galaxies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Some of the more spectacular extragalactic sources are the powerful radio galaxies, with L 1.4 GHz >

1023 W Hz -I . Associated almost exclusively with massive elliptical galaxies, these objects often exhibit

radio emission extending far beyond the optical extent of the host galaxies. The more extreme examples

span over i Mpc with the radio emission resembling jets or lobes. In order to explain these large sizes,



modelsrequireanexternalmediumto confinetheradioplasmaandassociatedmagneticfields,and
consequentlytheclusterenvironment,with its intraclustermediumof hot gas,is anattractivecandidate.
Indeed,manypowerful radiogalaxiesarefoundto lie in clusters.However,not all powerfulradio
galaxiesresidein knownclustersof galaxies.Howcansuchsourcesbeexplained.'?

Onepossibleexplanationis thatsuchradiogalaxiesdo,in/act, residein clustersof galaxiesbut that
theseclustersaresimplytoopoorto havebeenincludedin classicalcatalogs.Forexample,the
lowest-richnessclustersin theAbell catalog(Abell 1958;Abell, Corwin,& Olowin 1989)mustcontain
at least35 galaxiesin theintervaldescribedby thectuster'sthird-brightestgalaxytoa galaxy2 mag
fainterthanthis galaxy.This arbitrarycutoff impliesthatsystemsthatrepresentmeaningfulassociations
of galaxiescould easilybemissed,despitehavingenvironmentsnearlyidenticalto thoseof thepoorer
clustersof thecatalog.

In addition,theconnectionbetweenpowerfulradiogalaxiesandrealgalaxyoverdensitiesmightbe
exploitedto identify samplesof clustersandgroups.Thepowerfulradiogalaxieswouldbenearly ideal
signposts,astheyareobservableoutto veryhighredshiftsandarenearlyalwaysfoundin thecentermost
regionsof clusters(Ledlow& Owen1995).In fact,studies,includingAllington-Smithet al. (1993),
havetakenadvantageof this technique.However,thepictureis likely morecomplicated.Specifically,
thereis evidencethatdifferenttypesof powerfulradiosourcesinhabitdifferentenvironments.For

example,radiogalaxiesareoftenseparatedbasedon radioluminosityandmorphology(andoptical
magnitude;seeOwen& White 1991:Ledlow& Owen1996)into FR I and FR I1 sources (Fanaroff &

Riley 1974). The FR I sources appear to be more frequently associated with cluster environments than do

FR II sources (see, e.g., Longair & Seldner 1979; Miller et al. 1999), although this may only be true at

lower redshift, as at higher redshift their environments appear more similar (e.g., Prestage & Peacock

1988). There may also be environmental differences among the more powerful radio galaxies (generally

FR II), with some being fairly normal optically luminous elliptical galaxies whereas others are clearly

disturbed and apparent galaxy-galaxy merger systems (Heckman et al. 1986). Consequently, in order to

use radio galaxies to identify samples of clusters and groups, it appears to be important to consider the
nature of the radio source.

In Miller et al. (1999, hereafter Paper I), we explored these themes using a sample of nearby powerful

radio galaxies that were not members of Abell clusters. The local environments of the radio galaxies

were examined via analysis of X-ray data from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (see Voges 1993) and

statistical measures of clustering from optical images. The X-ray data confirmed that the majority of the

radio sources were associated with X-ray emission. We also noted a probable difference between FR I

and FR II environments, with the FR I sources more frequently associated with extended X-ray emission

and optical overdensities of galaxies. Thus, the FR 1 sources did appear to be associated with poor
clusters, while the FR II sources were more isolated.

In this paper, we report on the use of multifiber spectroscopy to further investigate the environments

of powerful nearby radio galaxies that are not members of classical Abell clusters. The optical analysis



employedin PaperI includedno velocityinformationandwasinsteadbasedon thetwo-pointspatial
correlationfunctionBgg. Velocity measurements are therefore necessary to confirm the presence of poor

clusters around FR I radio galaxies and further explore the environments of radio galaxies that appear to

reside in very sparse regions of galaxies. The velocities are used to evaluate velocity dispersions in the

identified poor clusters and estimate system masses under the assumption of virial equilibrium. In some

cases, the obtained velocities also allow an investigation of potential substructure within the identified

clusters and the relationship of the radio sources to such substructure. The goals are (1) to confirm the

existence of poor clusters identified through the presence of powerful radio galaxies and (2) to better

understand the relationship between the characteristics of the radio galaxies and their local

environments.

The observations and reductions will be discussed briefly in § 2, followed by the computation of

quantities to characterize their environments (§ 3). A discussion of the results is presented in § 4,

followed by a brief summary of the conclusions. Throughout this paper, we have adopted H 0 = 75 km s-1

Mpc -1 and q0 = 0.1 in all calculations that require such factors.

2. DATA

2.1. The Sample

The complete sample is composed of 25 radio galaxies drawn from the 3CRR (Laing, Riley, &

Longair 1983) and Wall & Peacock (1985) catalogs, plus 24 additional radio galaxies drawn from the B2

catalog (Colla et al. 1970, 1972). The B2 sources are generally of lower radio luminosity but were added

because the declination range of that survey made them excellent targets for observation at Kitt Peak.

The radio galaxies were required to be nearby (z < 0.06 for the 3CRR and Wall & Peacock galaxies, z <

0.04 for the B2 galaxies) and not members of Abell clusters. We report on a subset of 25 of these radio

galaxies in this paper. The remainder were unobservable because of declination limits of the telescope

(six sources) and observing time lost because of weather. The full sample of radio galaxies and

comments on their properties may be found in Table 1.
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TABLE1 3C AND B2 NON--ABELL CLUSTEP, RADIO GALAXIES

2.2. Observations and Reductions

Spectra were obtained using the MX Spectrometer on the Steward Observatory's 2.3 m Bok

Telescope. MX utilizes 2n fibers on mechanical probes to obtain spectra of up to 32 targets at once, plus



sky spectrafrom 30 fibers "piggybacked"to target-spectraprobes.Thefield of view of thetelescope
with MX is 45', which matches nicely with the angular sizes of the poor clusters being studied. In 18 of

the 25 systems being studied, this corresponds to a linear size of 1 Mpc or greater, while for the nearest

system it is "0.8 Mpc. The actual spectrograph is the Stewaad Observatory Boller & Chivens

spectrograph, which rests on the dome floor. Using a 400 line mm-l grating, 3300 A coverage is

obtained at a resolution of about 6 ,A,. The wavelength center for the observations was typically around

5400 A, which covered from [O II] )t3727 to [S II] £X6717, 6731 for the small redshifts of the sample.

Additional details on the MX instrument may be found in Hill & Lesser (1986, 1988).

Targets were selected from the Digitized Sky Survey plates and corresponded to galaxies with

magnitudes near that of the radio galaxy. In all but one cas;e (B2 0120+33), the fields around the radio

galaxies were sparse enough that all relatively bright galaxies could be observed through a single

pointing of the telescope. The integration time for each pointing was 1 hr. Upon completion of each

science exposure, comparison-tamp arc spectra and continuum fiber fiats (used to accurately locate the

apertures corresponding to each fiber on the CCD) were obtained.

Data reduction was performed following the usual steps. On each night of observations, a sequence

of 10 zero-second exposures and a sequence of 10 exposures of a quartz lamp (taken through a diffuser

placed below the slit) were taken to create a master bias frame and flat field, respectively. The extracted

spectra were wavelength-calibrated using the arc lamp exposures, producing rms errors of under 0.2

(determined from "30 lines and confirmed via inspection of airglow lines). The 30 sky fibers from each

pointing were combined to create a super-sky spectrum (after rejecting any fibers that chanced to lie

upon stars or galaxies), which was iteratively subtracted from each spectrum until the [O I] night-sky line
at 5577 A was entirely removed.

2.3. Inspection of Spectra and Velocity Measurements

Each spectrum was carefully inspected in IRAF. Artifacts from cosmic rays and bad columns on the

CCD were excised from the spectra, and velocity measurement then followed one of two procedures.

First, some of the observed galaxies had spects-a inclLlding emission lines such as the Balmer lines and

forbidden oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur lines. When such lines were present, velocities and errors were

obtained using known laboratory wavelengths of such species. In these calculations, all lines were

assigned equal weight in the determination of a galaxy's velocity, and the estimate of the error in this

quantity is simply the dispersion of the values obtained for individual lines. A minimum velocity error of

20 km s-1 was adopted as an upper limit, based on the uncertainty of our wavelength solutions. For the

majority of the galaxies, emission lines were not present or were too weak to be useful in velocity

characterization. Radial velocities for such galaxies were determined via Fourier cross-correlation

(Tonry & Davis 1979) using "known velocity standards. A set of templates including M31, M32, NGC

3379, NGC 7331, and the brightest galaxies from several nearby clusters were used as the velocity

standards, with the cross-correlations using wavelengths between 3700 and 6750 A (minus small regions

centered on the prominent night-sky lines at 5577 and 6300 A). Each galaxy spectrum was



cross-correlatedagainsteachtemplatespectrum,andtheresultingvelocitieswere3a clipped. Final

velocities were assigned if at least 60% of the templates produced a consistent velocity with an internal

dispersion among the individual measurements that was less than 250 km s -I . In general, the proximity

of the targets resulted in R >_ 8 (see Tonry & Davis 1979). Velocity errors were assigned using the

formula 280(1 + R) -1 (Tonry & Davis 1979; Hill & Oegerle 1998), again with a minimum of 20 km s-1 .

Finally, each galaxy velocity was confirmed via visual inspection through identification of major

features such as the 4000 A break and prominent absorption features such as the G band, Mg II, and Na

D.

The relative proximity of the sample meant that velocities for some galaxies in the fields of the radio

galaxies had already' been measured. Consequently, we obtained velocities from the NASA/IPAC

Extragalactic Database (NED) for galaxies within 1 Mpc of the radio galaxy positions. For galaxies in

the field of 3C 31, we have adopted the velocities of Ledlow et al. 1996), since these observations were

made using the same telescope and detector.

Table 2 presents the results for all galaxies deemed to be associated with the radio galaxies (see § 3).

The same information for foreground and background galaxies may be found in Table 3. If emission

lines were present in the spectrum, they are noted in the final column. When such lines were not used in

the velocity calculation, they are set off by parentheses.

TABLE 2 3C/B2 CLUSTER MtEMBER VELOCITIES

TABLE 3 FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND GALAXY VELOCITIES

3. ANALYSIS

3. I. Vel#city Cc)mpletene,s's

The primary goals of this study are to confirm the presence of poor clusters around the radio galaxies

and better understand the connection of these galaxies to their local environments. For these purposes,

the biases inherent in our sampling of galaxy velocities should not be too important. However, it is

instructive to examine the completeness of our velocity data. Hence, we evaluate the fraction of galaxies



with measuredvelocitiesasafunctionof opticalmagnitudeandradial separationfrom theradiogalaxies.

Galaxyidentificationsandmagnitudesareavailablefor 21of the25radiogalaxyfields in the
AutomatedPlateScanner(APS)catalogs(for adescriptionof thescannerandprocedure,seePennington
et al. 1993).Theotherfields aregenerallytoocloseto theGalacticplane,causingdifficulty in
star-galaxysegregation.We haveobtainedidentificationsandmagnitudesfor all galaxieslocatedwithin
aprojectedseparationof 1Mpc of theradiogalaxiesandusedthemto evaluatethecompletenessof our
velocity data.Table4 presentstheresults,includingthelimiting magnitude(Rc,derivedfrom the

Palomar"E" plates)belowwhichwehavevelocitydatafor all galaxies(includingthosenot associated
with theradiogalaxies).Informationis providedfor all galaxieswithin 1Mpc of theradiogalaxies,in
additiontothosewithin 500and250kpc. Ourvelocityinformationis morecompletein thecentral
regionsof theradio galaxyfields,astheseweremorelikely to bethetargetof ourspectroscopic
observations.For galaxieswithin 1Mpc of theradiogalaxy,ouraveragelimiting magnitudeis 15.3(for
comparison,theradiogalaxiesrangefromml, = I1.2 to m R = 14.6). The fainter galaxies with spectra of

high enough singal-to-noise ratio to obtain accurate velocity measurements typically have m R "-' 17.

Within 250 kpc of the radio galaxies, the limiting magnitude has dropped to an average of 16.1.

Therefore, we conclude that the spectroscopy in these fields adequately samples the velocity fields in the
vicinity of the radio galaxies.

_._ :

TABLE4 COMPLETENESS OF VELOC1TY DATA

A related issue is the confirmation of the statistical results from Paper I. In that study, counts of the

brighter galaxies in the radio galaxy fields were used to evaluate B,. The velocity data confirm that for

three of the six fields in common between these studies (3C 293, 3C 296, and 1615+351; 3C 386 is too

close to the Galactic plane to be included in the APS catalog), all of the galaxies used in the Bgg

calculations are cluster members. In a fourth (3C 31), nine out of 10 are confirmed cluster members, a

result consistent with the estimate of background galaxies in the Bo,, calculation. The remaining source

(3C 305) had seven possible members in the Boo analysis, of which only three were cluster members.

Thus, the statistical evidence for clustering in this radio galaxy field was misleading. However, 3C 305

was shown to not be associated with extended X-ray emission and was therefore a poor candidate for a

true cluster system.

3.2. Derived Quantities: Systemic' Velocities, Velocity Dispersions, and Virial Masses



The systemic velocities and velocity dispersions were calculated using 3 o rejection (Yahil & Vidal

1977). Because of the low number of velocities awtilable, we have adopted the biweight estimators of

location and scale (CBI and SBI, respectively) instead of the simple mean and standard deviation (Beers,

Flynn, & Gebhmdt 1990). These estimators are less sensitive to the presence of outliers and are

consequently better suited to the identification of real systems. The 1 o confidence intervals in the

biweight scale and location were estimated using the jackknife method (Mosteller & Tukey 1977, p.

133). In all subsequent discussion, the terms systemic velocity and velocity dispersion will be used for

CBI and SBI. It should be noted that other algorithms exist, for example, the DEDICA method, which

uses the data to estimate the underlying probability density and thereby identify clusters and assign

probabilities that individual galaxies are members (Pisani 1993).

The results may be found in Table 5. Since the radio galaxies may exist in localized substructures

within richer enviromnents or the velocity dispersions might be artificially high should unassociated

groups be evaluated together, all quantities have been determined for both a 1 Mpc radius and a 250 kpc

radius centered on the radio galaxy. It should be noted that the values for the 250 kpc aperture have not

had an additional 3 a clipping performed but were simply calculated using the culled lists derived from

the 1 Mpc apertures. Figure 1 presents velocity histograms for all of the observed radio galaxy fields,

using the 1 Mpc radius. In these figures, a range in velocity of ___2000km s-1 with a bin size of 200 km s-1

is shown. Verified cluster members are represented as the shaded portion of the histogram, with

foreground and background galaxies unshaded. An overlaid Gaussian with center and dispersion

corresponding to the systemic velocity and velocity dispersion of the system is also depicted for each

field. Lastly, the arrows denote the locations of the radio galaxies.

TABLE 5 SUMMARYDATA

F1G. 1.--Velocity histograms for the 25 sources investigated. For s),stems consisting of more

than one galaxy, a Gaussian with mean and standard deviation corresponding to the derived

systemic velocity (CBI) and dispersion (SB1)is also plotted. Unshaded portions of the histograms

represent foreground and background galaxies. In the cases of B2 1322+36 and 3C 305, the radio

galaxy lies just outside of the 3 o-clipped group. For these two fields, the histogram for the
adjacent group is left unshaded, while the radio galaxy is shaded. In all of the histograms, the

velocity of the radio galaxy is marked with an arrow.
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In two cases, the 3 a clipping placed the radio galaxy outside of its apparent system. Most notably, B2

1322+36 was clipped from a system at 5625 km s -j . The overall system appears to consist of nine

members, with six of the galaxies tightly grouped in velocity space. These six galaxies produce a

velocily dispersion of only 30 kin s-I , placing the radio galaxy velocity of 5210 kin s-1 outside of the

identified group. Other methods would likely include all of these galaxies in the identified system; in

fact, the system has also been noted in prior group studies (e.g., White et al. 1999) that included the radio

galaxy among its members. Simple use of the standard mean and deviation (including 3 _r clipping)

produces a single nine-galaxy system with cz = 5614 km s-1 and e = 200 km s -1 . We therefore conclude

that this is likely a loose system dominated by a group of galaxies strongly clustered in velocity space.

The other radio galaxy that was clipped from a nearby system was 3C 305. It lies near a pair of galaxies

at approximately the same velocity.

The distributions and velocities of the galaxies were also used to estimate the masses of the potential

clusters, under the assumption of virial equilibrium. The virial masses were calculated using the standard

equation:

M = - , Cl)
V

where the harmonic mean radius is defined as

1}, ( ;
and Np is the number of galaxy pairs [N(N - 1)/2], Dij is the angular separation of each ij pair, D L is the

distance of the cluster, and _ is the line-of-sight velocity dispersion. Errors in the velocity dispersions

were propagated into the mass estimates. The resulting values were converted into units of solar masses

and may be found in Table 5. We have not applied any "surface-term correction" to the mass estimates

(The & White 1986), because this correction requires knowledge of the mass-density profiles. The

mass-density profile would be obtained from some assumption of how well the galaxies trace the mass

and how well the overall galaxy distribution is sampled. In addition, should substructure be present in the

clusters (see § 3.3), application of the virial theorem is obviously inaccurate. These factors tend to

produce an overestimate of the true mass. Thus, the formal errors are larger than those quoted in Table 5.

Given these caveats, the masses are generally typical of groups and poor clusters ranging up to "3 x

1014 M(:).

3.3. Simple Dyl_amical AnaI),sis

A potentially important factor in assessing the environment of the radio galaxies is their location



within anysurroundingclusters.Specifically,with thevelocitydatainhandwemayaskwhetherthe
radiogalaxiesappearto beatrestwithin theclustersorhavesomerelativemotion.Relativemotion
betweenthehostgalaxyandtheintraclustermediumisrequiredin orderto explaincertainradio
morphologies,suchasthebendingof tails.In particular,narrow-angle-tail(NAT) morphologiesrequire
substantialrelativemotion.However,in generalwemightexpecttheradiogalaxiesto benearlyatrest,
astheyareoftenassociatedwith themostmassiveelliptical galaxiesin their fields.

Usingthesystemicvelocitiesanderrorsalongwith thevelocitiesanderrorsfor theradiogalaxies,the
significanceat which theradiogalaxyvelocitiesdifferedfrom thoseof their hostclusterswas
determined.Mostof theradiogalaxieswereshownto lie at thevelocity centersof their systems(15of
25 within 1a, including those systems with three or fewer velocities). Only three of the radio galaxies

(B2 0222+36, B2 1321+31, and B2 1322+36) appear to have velocities that differ by more than 20- from

the velocities of their assumed systems. The result is similar when assessing only those galaxies within

250 kpc of the radio sources (B2 0222+36, B2 1322+36, and 1615+351 had greater than 2 o velocity

offsets). It is perhaps not surprising that these three radio sources are the only ones in the sample that are

not the brightest galaxies in their respective fields. However, the low number of velocities for most of

the radio galaxy fields in the sample prevent any strong conclusions (see Table 5 for numbers of

spectroscopically identified velocities).

Several of the identified groups have fairly large numbers of measured velocities. Zabludoff &

Mulchaey (1998b) investigated six poor groups with large numbers of measured velocities (Ngal >- 30) to

evaluate hierarchical evolution. Using the A-test (Dressier & Shectman 1988), they confirmed that

evidence for substructure was present in two of the poor groups, m'guing that these systems evolve

hierarchically in much the same way as richer systems such as Abell clusters. Because the presence of

substructure has been shown to be linked to radio activity in tailed radio galaxies (G6mez et al. 1997;

Bliton et al. 1998; Pinkney et al. 2000), we have applied substructure tests to those groups with more

than 20 velocities: B2 0120+33 (65 velocities), B2 1621+38 (24 velocities), 3C 31 (52 velocities), 3C

296 (21 velocities), and 1615+351 (38 velocities).

A battery of statistical tests for substructure were performed (for a complete listing of the tests

performed, see Pinkney el al. 1996, hereafter PRBB). These tests include a number of normality tests

(i.e., comparison of the distribution of velocities with a normal distribution; see the "ROSTAT" routines

of Beers, Flynn, & Gebhardt 1990), tests for substructure in spatial distribution (right ascension and

declination), and tests combining both velocity and spatial information. The significance of any detected

substructure for the two- and three-dimensional tests was quantified by comparison against 1000 Monte

Carlo shuffles of the actual data. Thus, each statistic calculated using the real data was compared with

1000 Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate how likely its value was relative to the null hypothesis of no

substructure. For the two-dimensional tests, this null hypothesis is a smooth, azimuthally symmetric

distribution of galaxies. A lack of correlation between galaxy position and velocity is the null hypothesis

for the three-dimensional tests. The quoted significance level represents how often the test result for the

actual data had more substructure than the Monte Carlo shuffles. We adopted a level of 99% as



significant (asper theconclusionsof PRBB),or fewer thanoneoutof every100MonteCarlo
simulationsshowinggreatersubstructurethantherealdata.

For themostpart,evidencefor significantsubstructurewasnot found.ForB2 0120+33,the
two-dimensionalandthree-dimensionalLeetests(Lee 1979;Fitchett 1988;PRBB)wereeachsignificant
atabout95%,andtheangularseparationtest(West,Oemler,& Dekel 1988)wassignificantat about
98%.In total,this representsmarginalevidencefor thepresenceof substructurein this cluster.Similarly,
3C31hada.tLtest(Westet al. 1988)thatwassignificantat98%,andB2 t621+38hadanangular
separationtestsignificantat99%.No othertestswereabove90% significance,aswasthecasefor all
testsappliedto 3C 296.Thestrongestevidencefor substructurewasfoundin 1615+351.Its galaxy
distributionappearsto beelongated,astheFourierelongationtest(PRBB)wassignificantatwell over
99%confidence.Furthermore,its Leetwo-dimensionalandthree-dimensionaltestswerealsosignificant
ataboutthe99%level.While theFouriertestmerelyidentifiesanelongateddistributionof galaxies,
whichmayor maynotbecausedby substructureandmerging,theLeetestsareinsensitiveto such
distributions.Hence,thecombinationof thesetestsarguesfor thepresenceof realsubstructure.The
normalitytests(basedonly onvelocities)did not showevidencefor substructure,althoughthevelocity
of theradio galaxydifferedfrom thatof theparentclusterby 1.9a (3.4_ from thegalaxieswithin 250

kpc).

4. DISCUSSION

Themajority of theradiogalaxiesappearto resideinpoor clustersor groups.Nineteenof 25
examinedfields consistedof at leastfive galaxieswith velocitiesplacingthemin asystemincludingthe
radiogalaxy(20 if we includeB2 1322+36).In fact,overhalf of thefields (14of 25) had in excess of 10

members, and five had more than 20 members. Two of the radio galaxies, B2 0120+33 and 3C 31, were

shown to reside in very rich systems, with 65 and 52 confirmed velocities, respectively.

The calculated velocity dispersions and virial masses further indicate that the radio galaxies tend to

exist in groups and poor clusters. Figure 2 depicts histograms of the derived velocity dispersions for each

the 250 kpc and 1 Mpc counting radii. About a third of the fields have dispersions around 200 km s-1,

consistent with the values found for nearby groups (e.g., nearly 400 loose groups identified from the Las

Campanas Redshift Survey have a median velocity dispersion of 164 km s -1 and a median mass of about

2.5 x 10 t3 Mr(.?; Tucker et al. 2000). Most of the radio-selected groups in the present study have velocity

dispersions and masses in excess of these values and more consistent with the velocity dispersions found

for groups and poor clusters (see, e.g., Ledlow et al. 1996; Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998a). The overall

distribution of velocity dispersions is similar to that found by Ledlow et al. (1996), who found a median

dispersion of 295 _ 31 km s -1 for a set of optically selected poor clusters. In the present sample, we find

a median of 452 + 161 km s -1 (using only the 20 clusters with five or more velocities, to be consistent

with Ledlow et al.). While these values indicate the presence of slightly richer environments around the

radio galaxies, it must be noted that Ledlow et al. used a smaller 0.5 Mpc counting radius. The richer

among the radio-selected groups have dispersions and masses in line with the poorer Abell clusters. The



medianvelocitydispersionof tile richnessclass0clustersreportedby Zabludoff,Huchra,& Geller
(1990)is around500km s-1, avaluethatis exceededby sevenof theradiogroupsin oursample.The
medianvelocitydispersionfor richnessclassI tipstersin thesamestudyis about725km s-l, which is in
excessof anyof thevelocitydispersionsfor our radiogalaxyfields.Thus,theradiogalaxiesgenerally
residein structuresrangingfrom groupsonup throughthepoorerAbell clusters.

_. i:i̧

FIG. 2.--Distribution of the derived velocity dispersions for the sample. Top, dispersions

calculated within 250 kpc (projected) of the radio galaxy; bottom, those calculated for galaxies
within 1 Mpc.

Galaxy groups have received a great deal of attention in the literature, as their high local densities and

tow velocity dispersions make them attractive sites for galaxy evolutiom It is therefore not surprising

that many of the radio galaxy fields have been associated with groups in prior studies. For example, eight

of the 25 fields studied in this work were noted by White et al. (1999; "WBL" clusters), and a similar

number are reported by Mahdavi et al. (2000; the "RASSCALS"). It is also interesting to note that the

radio-galaxy pOOl- clusters are frequently associated w'ith larger scale structures. At least four are

associated with the Pisces-Perseus supercluster, and another two are associated with known groups at the

periphery of Abell 2197 and 2199. Even with these prior identifications, a number of the radio-selected

poor clusters appear to be new. Our data more than double the number of velocities for six of the fields

that previously had five or fewer publicly available velocities. The most striking example is 3C 296, for

which we have added 16 cluster velocities to the previously known five.

However, five of the fields produced three or fewer member velocities, indicating that these radio

galaxies are almost certainly not in groups or poor clusters. How can these objects be explained? As

noted previously, the nature of the radio source is an additional parameter of importance (refer to Table

1). Two of the five (B2 0207+38 and B2 1318+34) are powered by star formation and not an active

galactic nucleus (AGN). Optical images show them to be spirals, and their spectra (see Figs. 3a and 3b)

show strong emission of Ha. In fact, Poggianti & Wu (2000) discuss B2 0207+38 as a nearby example

of a strong dust-extincted starburst, and Condon et al. (199t) demonstrated that B2 1318+34 is a

merger-induced starburst. The remaining three radio galaxies in very poor environments are all AGNs,

but they differ from the more typical radio sources of the sample. Both 3C 293 and 3C 305 are

galaxy-gNaxy merger systems (Heckman et al. 1986; Evans et al. 1999), with strong dust features and

signs of disturbance (Martel et al. 1999). Most of the radio emission from 3C 293 is contained within a

bright central core, and all of the radio emission from 3C 305 is contained within the optical extent of the

galaxy: making the radio morphologies of these sources distinctly different from classical FR I galaxies.

They also exhibit evidence of star formation, including large amounts of far-infrared emission, the

presence of large amounts of molecular gas (Evans et al. 1999), and emission lines in their optical

spectra (see Fig. 3c). The remaining radio galaxy that appears to be fairly isolated is 3C 386. Although



theargumentsareweaker,it hassomesimilaritieswith 3C293and3C305.Its radiomorphologyis that
of a relaxeddouble,with abright coresurroundedby diffuseemissionovera largearea.Consequently,it

is notaclassicalFR I-type radiosource.

FIG.3.--Representativespectraofradiogalaxies:(a)B20207+38,adustystarburst;(b)B2
1318+3,1,astarburst;(c)3C305,astrongemission-lineAGN;(d)1615+351,aradiogalaxy
dominatedbyanoldstellarpopulation.The majority of the observed radio galaxies have spectra

resembling (d).

An additional three of the radio galaxies have LINER spectra (B2 0222+36, B2 0258+35, and B2

1422+26). In general, these are also located in poorer environments than the classical FR I radio sources.

Both B2 0258+35 and B2 1422+26 have only five confirmed members, and B2 0222+36 resides in a

system with 14 confirmed members. However, the local environment of this latter source may be more

complicated. It is not the brightest galaxy in its field, and it appears to have a velocity that is offset from

the systemic velocity. The small number of velocities prohibits any statistical statements, but this system

might be a pair of groups--one that includes the radio galaxy and another that includes the brighter

galaxy.

The rest of the radio galaxies generally show classical FR I morphologies, including jets of radio

emission that extend past the optical boundaries of the galaxies. Optically, they all have absorption-line

spectra indicative of older stellar populations. With the exception of B2 1322+36, all of these galaxies

have velocity dispersions in excess of 200 km s-l , indicating their presence in structures ranging from

the size of groups on up through poor Abell clusters, with virial masses from about 2 x 1013 to 3 x 1014

M(.,. This result is in agreement with the conclusions of Paper I: the presence of an FR I radio source is

an excellent indicator of an underlying group or poor cluster. 2

Two of the FR I radio sources (B2 1621+38 and 1615+351) have NAT morphologies. The}' are

located in two of the richer environments of the sample, and each has associated diffuse X-ray emission

(Feretti et al. 1995). Bliton et al. (1998) examined NAT sources drawn from a large sample of Abell

clusters and noted that clusters with NATs were more likely than radio-quiet clusters to have

substructure. Coalescence of substructures can produce the large relative motions between NAT host

galaxies and the intracluster gas necessary to explain the radio morphologies of such sources. For B2

1621+38, there is only slight evidence of substructure, a result undoubtedly related to the somewhat

limited number of velocities (24) in our study. The situation is improved for 1615+351, with its 38

velocities producing several significant results (see § 3.3). In addition, the radio galaxy is the

second-brightest galaxy in the field, with the brightest being NGC 6107. This galaxy is also a radio

source (Ekers et al. 1978), although it is weaker than 1615+351. Figure 4 plots the galaxy distribution for

1615+351. The elongation is evident, running from southwest to northeast (which is also consistent with

the diffuse X-ray emission; Feretti et al. 1995). A clump of galaxies at lower velocities than the cluster



centeris seentothenortheast.Forreference,theradioemissionpointsawayfrom thegalaxytowardthe
northwest.In total,theseresultsindicatethattheNATs in ourstudyappearto befoundin clusterswith
substructure,consistentwith thefindingsfor NATs inAbell clusters.

FiG.4.--Galaxydistributionfor1(_15+35I.Thesymbolsrepresentvelocityrangesforthe
galaxies:filled squares, cz < 8410 km s-J; .filled triangles, 8410 km s-I < cz < 8994 km s-I;

asrc_risks,8994 km s 1,< cz "<9578 km si; ope_z triangle.s', 9578 km s-J < cz --<10,162 km s-l;
c_!)et_sqLlarex, CZ> 10,162 knl s-i. The radio galaxy (NGC 6109) is at the center of the field and is

denoted by a larger symbol, its velocity is 8979 km st. The brightest galaxy in the field (NGC

6107) has been circled; it is 0.3 mag brighter than the radio galaxy and has a velocity of 9399 km
S-I.

In general, the stronger radio sources (i.e., after removing star-forming galaxies) can be split into two

idealized categories as initially suggested by Heckman et al. (1986). The first class includes the more

powerful radio galaxies, with radio emission concentrated in a central core but often including diffuse

emission on larger scales. These galaxies frequently have optical emission lines and reside in regions of

low galaxy density. They often exhibit signs of disturbance related to recent galaxy-galaxy merging,

presumably with at least one of the merger partners a disk galaxy that provides a reservoir of gas to fuel

the AGN. The second class are FR I-type sources, which appear more like typical large elliptical

galaxies and reside in regions of high galaxy density. Their radio emission extends well past the optical

limits of the host galaxies in distinct jetlike structmes. Of course,the situation is more complex, as not

all radio galaxies can easily be pigeonholed into these two categories.

Unfortunately, our present sample includes no clear FR II galaxies with bright lobes of radio

emission. The infrequency of such sources implies that there are very few within the redshift cutoffs we

have applied. Such galaxies appear to reside in regions of lower galaxy density, at least for the tow

redshifts examined in this study. In the future, a comprehensive study of the environments of nearby FR

II sources would do much to help understand the possible differences in the environments of FR I and FR

II radio galaxies.

The placement of fibers on any galaxies within the fields of the radio galaxies also produced a number

of velocities for apparent background groups and clusters. The presence of such systems may be inferred

from Table 3. As an example, the observation of B2 1652+39 appears to have netted seven velocities for

the cluster Abell 2235. The cluster is presumably located at J2000.0 _ = 16h54m58 s and _ = 40°0t'16 n

(Abell et al. t989), which is under 22 m from the field center of our observations. Struble & Rood (1999)

report that this cluster has a systemic velocity of 45,300 km s-I , determined from three published

velocities. From our seven velocities, we find a systemic velocity of 44,454 _ 120 km s-t with a

dispersion of/c_'7 +_4_, km s -1 There is also extended X-ray emission associated with this cluster, as*_'' --85

indicated by its presence in cluster list generated from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (identified as RX

J 1652.6+401 1; B_3hringer et al. 2000).



2Asanaside,wenotethatB21652+39,oftenclassifiedase_BLLacenaeobject,residesinanenvironmentconsistentwith
theclassicalFRI sourcesofthesample.ThisistheexpectedFesuht-romFRI-BL Lacunificationscenarios.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper,wehaveconfirmedthatpowerfulradiogalaxiesareexcellentsignpoststo thepresence
of clustersof galaxies.Usingasampleof 25 radiogalaxiesdrawnfrom the3CRRandB2 catalogs,our
velocity measurementsdeterminedthat80%(20/25)consistedof at leastfive galaxies.Over half of the
fields (14/25)hadin excessof 10members,with somehavingasmanyas50 members.Thederived
velocity dispersionsareconsistentwith thosederivedfor groupsandpoorclusters.In particular,wenote
thatradiogalaxieswith classicalFR I morphologiesseemto resideexclusivelyin groupandpoor-cluster
environments.Thefew radiogalaxiesthatexistin regionsof particularlylow galaxydensityareeither
vigorousstar-forminggalaxiesor complexgalaxy-galaxymergers.Theseresultsconfirmourprior
findings, whichwerebasedon statisticalmeasuresof galaxyclusteringandthepresenceof extended
X-ray emission.

Thesmallsampleof radiogalaxyfieldsexaminedhereprovidesadditionalcluesregardingthe
formationandevolutionof powerfulradiogalaxies.Whentheradiogalaxiespoweredby starformation
areremovedfrom thesample,therearetwo generaltypesof radiosources.Thefirst class,whichconsists
of moreclassicalFR I radiogalaxiesthatexhibitclearjets of radioemission,arefoundin regionsof
increasedgalaxydensity.Theseregionshaveintraclustergas,asinferredthroughX-rayobservations,
andthis gascanconfinetheradioplasmaemittedby theradiogalaxy.The secondclassof radiogalaxies
residein regionsof low galaxydensity.Theyoftenexhibit opticalemissionlinesandevidenceof recent
mergeractivity. Thus,environmentseemsto playa keyrole in determiningtheclassof theradio galaxy.
Thispicture is clearlyanoversimplification,but it generallyexplainsour results.Oneimportantfurther
areaof study is how moreclassicalFR II sources,with largelobesof bright radioemission,fit into this
picture.
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